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OBJECTIVE
How are cities around the world integrating nature into the urban fabric? What is their approach to
selecting, designing, financing, implementing, monitoring and learning from the purposeful deployment
of innovative nature based solutions? How do they engage wider local societies in the journey? Are
there signs and evidence that nature based solutions indeed live up to their promise as a force for
making cities more resilient and sustainable? How does local context determine the choice of
approaches, strategies and tools? Are common and surprising lessons emerging that transcend
specific cases that we all can learn from?
The session will focus on specific urban cases from five countries on 5 continents that are all leaders in
reinventing the city through NBS in their own broader context. By looking the cases together we will try
to assess whether re-naturing cities have truly gone global and what that means for global ambitions
such as the SDGs. We will go deep into what drives these cities to embrace the urban nature agenda,
what is their recipe for success, and where do they go next?

METHODOLOGY






Time break down of the session (90 minutes total).
The facilitator will open the session with a short introduction of himself and each speaker.
(10 minutes)
Each speaker will be given time to describe their work, showing maps or other illustrations as
needed. (5 x 10 minutes)
The remainder of the session will be organized around the guiding questions, with each
panelist given time to respond to individual questions, and to respond to comments made by
other panelists. (25 minutes)
The facilitator will conclude with closing remarks. (5 minutes)
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CONTRIBUTORS
Facilitators

Laszlo Pinter, Professor and Head of Department, Central European University,
Budapest, Hungary
Matthew Bach, Officer Governance & Social Innovation, ICLEI European Secretariat,
Bonn, Germany

Panelist

Attila Katona, PhD Candidate, Central European University, Budapest, Hungary

Panelist

Jordi Morató, Coordinator, UNESCO Chair on Sustainability, Terrassa, Spain

Panelist

Representative of African City

Panelist

Representative of South American City

Panelist

Representative of East Asian City

Panelist

Representative of European City
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